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Abstract—Importance sampling is a widely-used method for
probabilistic inference with Bayesian probabilistic networks.
Importance sampling is relatively easy to parallelize and parallel GPU implementations yield significant speedups over singleCPU implementations. However, because of physical limitations
of GPU memory size and bandwidth, the maximum speedups
that can be achieved are bounded by the high data transfer
requirements of these algorithms. In this paper, we propose
and evaluate a new parallel irregular wavefront algorithm
for importance sampling of probabilistic networks on GPU.
Performance results show that the proposed parallel algorithm
achieves greater speedups due to the optimal local memory
access compared to simple parallel GPU implementations.
Keywords-Probabilistic graph models; Bayesian inference;
Importance sampling; GPGPU parallelization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Probabilistic networks are probabilistic graph models for
probabilistic inference with uncertain data [13]. A probabilistic graph model efficiently models a joint probability
distribution over a set of random variables and the probabilistic conditional (in)dependence relationships between
them. Real-world applications range from computational biology and medicine to classification problems in information
retrieval [1], [2], [5], [11]. Because probabilistic networks
can solve complex decision problems under uncertainty, they
form the basis of many decisions support systems.
More specifically, Bayesian probabilistic networks [10]
provide a mathematically sound formalism by generalizing
Bayes’ theorem to answer probabilistic queries on complex
problems by probabilistic inference. Probabilistic inference
amounts to the computation of the posterior distribution
of the random variables given some evidence. So-called
exact methods compute the posterior distribution exactly.
Approximate inference methods, such as stochastic sampling, rely on convergence of the approximation to the
exact solution given sufficient time. Stochastic methods such
as importance sampling are among the most widely-used
approximate inference methods [13]. Examples are SIS [14],
AIS-BN [4], DIS [9], RIS [16] and EPIS-BN [17].
Importance sampling offers several benefits for real-time
probabilistic inference [6], including parallel execution on
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multicore and GPU machines to obtain significant speedups.
However, because of physical limitations of the GPU memory size and bandwidth, the maximum speedups that can
be achieved are strictly bounded by the high amount of data
transferred in the parallel reduction step in these algorithms,
especially for larger networks with hundreds of nodes.
In this paper we propose a new parallel wavefront algorithm for importance sampling of probabilistic networks
on GPU. Inspired by the classic wavefront method [15],
the algorithm uses multiple parallel threads that follow the
dependence structure of the network as a wavefront, starting
at the root of the network. By contrast to [15], the parallel
access pattern is irregular and follows the probabilistic
network branching patterns. To obtain speed improvements
data has to be organized to ensure optimal data access in
local memory, which is challenging given the randomness
of the stochastic importance sampling method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces Bayesian networks and importance
sampling. Our parallel irregular wavefront sampling method
is discussed in detail in section III. Section IV presents the
experimental results on real-world networks compared to
other implementations. We conclude with a summary and
discussion of future work in section V.
II. OVERVIEW
This section introduces Bayesian networks, probabilistic
inference, and parallel importance sampling.
A. Bayesian Networks
A Bayesian network is a graphical model of a joint
probability distribution (JPD) over a set of random variables
V represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G.
Definition 1: A Bayesian network BN = (G, Pr) is a
DAG G = (V, A) with vertices V and arcs A, A ⊆ V×V.
The JPD over the discrete random variables (vertices) V
defined by
Y
Pr(V) =
Pr(V | π(V )) ,
V ∈V

where the set of parents of a vertex V is π(V ). The
conditional probability tables (CPT) of the BN assign values
to Pr(V | π(V )) for all V ∈ V.
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Example Bayesian Network

Figure 1 illustrates a Bayesian network1 with (0, 1)-valued
variables A to G. Each vertex represents a variable with
arcs denoting (conditional) probabilistic influences. The set
of observed variables is E ⊆ V and a configuration e of E
is called evidence. Probabilistic inference is the calculation
of the posterior marginalization Pr(x | e) given evidence e
for a select configuration x of variables X ⊆ V.
For example, suppose B=1 is evidence. Then,
Pr(A=1|B=1) = Pr(B=1|A=1) Pr(A=1)/ Pr(B=1) =
0.18 where Pr(B=1) = Pr(B=1|A=0) Pr(A=0) +
Pr(B=1|A=1) Pr(A=1) = 0.22 by marginalization. This is
a simple case. In general, the goal is to efficiently compute
the posterior marginalization for any subset of variables
given some evidence. For more details, we refer to [13].
A Directed Acyclic Graph G can be levelized [3], thereby
defining the level of each variable V ∈ V as:

0
if π(V ) = ∅
L(V ) ≡
max{L(V 0 ) | V 0 ∈ π(V )} + 1 otherwise
We define Lk (G) = {V ∈ V | L(V ) = k} the set
of variables at level k in G. For example, in Figure 1,
L0 (G)={A, G}, L1 (G)={B, C, F}, and L2 (G)={D, E}.
B. Importance Sampling
Importance sampling is an efficient approximation and
an alternative to exact numerical integration. It is the defacto choice to approximate complex problems, including
probabilistic networks. Importance sampling estimates the
prior Pr and posterior Pre from a Bayesian network by
sampling its JPD.
Consider the problem of approximating the integral
Z
E[g(X) | p] =
g(x) p(x) dx ,
(1)
Ω

where g(X) is an integrable function of X over domain Ω
and p(X) is a probability density of X over Ω.
1 Random variables are written in upper case, with lower case for values
or configurations of variables. Boldface is used for sets (e.g. variables V
and a configuration v). The set of all configurations of variables X ⊆ V
is denoted by Cfg(X).

In real applications, it may be difficult to sample from p.
The basic idea of importance sampling is to draw from a
distribution other than p, say f , in certain way to reduce
the variance of the sampling. Importance sampling [12]
approaches this problem by rewriting Eq. (1) into
Z
p(x)
f (x) dx
(2)
E[g(X) | p] =
g(x)
f
(x)
Ω
with f (X) a probability distribution of X over Ω, called the
importance function. It should be easy to sample from f (X)
so that we can generate samples x1 , . . . , xN from f (X) and
use the following sample-mean formula
ĝN

N
1 X
g(xi ) w(xi ) ,
=
N i=1

(3)

i)
with importance weights w(xi ) = fp(x
(xi ) .
For probabilistic inference on Bayesian networks it turns
out to be practically impossible to define an importance
function that works well in all cases [18]. Rather, an importance function family F is used where functions are typically
updated during sampling to improve accuracy. Sampling
algorithms differ in the choice of F. Basically, forward sampling traverses the graph from the roots down instantiating
variables V with values based on a random draw from the
probability distribution over the variable’s values as defined
by the importance function F(V | π(V ) \ E) over V and its
parent configuration π(V )\E (that excludes the set evidence
variables E). The order of vertices visited is the sampling
order δ, which is consistent with the topological order of the
Bayesian network.
Algorithm 1 defines the importance sampling process.
Samples are produced in loop 1. For each sample x that is
generated in loop 2, the posterior sum estimate p is updated
at lines 3 and 4, which approximates the exact probability
p[V ] ≈ Pr(V | e).
Advanced importance sampling algorithms such as SIS
and AIS-BN use CPT learning to update the importance
function F at line 5. The details of CPT learning methods
are beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader is
referred to [4], [14] and [16].
Figure 2 illustrates likelihood weighting sampling applied
to the Bayesian network of Figure 1 using Algorithm 1.
Likelihood weighting is an importance sampling algorithm
that uses the Bayesian network’s prior JPD for the importance functions F and the update step at line 5 is
not performed. The weight of a likelihood sample x is
1/ Pr(e | x). Suppose for example that E=1 is observed.
Each step in Figure 2 shows the variable being sampled
in sampling order δ = [A, G, B, C, F, D] (evidence E is
skipped). Dashed arcs represent the network’s graph dependencies that induce the sampling order δ. The weight
of the sample x = [A=0, B=1, C=1, D=0, F=0, G=1] is
1/ Pr(E=1 | B=1, F=0) = 0.82−1 ≈ 1.22.

Algorithm 1: Importance Sampling Procedure

A straight-forward approach to speed up importance sampling is to parallelize the outer loop (line 1 in Algorithm 1).
Each processor or parallel thread samples independently a
privatized sample x to update a privatized sum estimate
p, see Figure 3. The final results for p are reduced and
normalized over all threads at the end Algorithm 1 line 4.
This process repeats as long as the number of samples N to
take exceeds the number of threads available. Hundreds of
thousands of samples are typical in real-world applications.
Independent random number sequences have to be used [7]
to ensure threads generate truly independent samples.
For reasonably large Bayesian networks with hundreds
of random variables the memory bandwidth requirements
quickly become excessive when running many threads, causing memory contention in shared memory systems. That is,
the parallel speedup is memory bound. The basic processing
unit in GPU is the processing element (PE). Each PE has its
own exclusive private memory. Physically adjacent PEs are
grouped together as a compute unit (CU). PEs in the same
CU share local memories, memory channels and a threading
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Procedure Sample (V, x, F)
Input: the variable V being sampled, the partial sample
x, importance function F
Output: sample x[V ] = v is a value v for V
s←0
pick r ∈ (0, 1] uniform random
foreach v ∈ Cfg(V ) do
s ← s + F(v | x[π(V )\E])
if s ≥ r then
x[V ] ← v
break
end
end
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Procedure ImportanceSampling (e, δ, N )
Input: evidence e for vertices E, sampling order δ, number of samples N
Output: posterior sum estimate p : V → [0, 1]
Initialize F
x←e
foreach V ∈ V do p[V ] ← 0
for i = 1 to N do
foreach V ∈ V\E in order δ do
Sample (V, x, F)
end Q
Pr(x[V ] | x[π(V )])
w ← Q V ∈V
V ∈V F(x[V ] | x[π(V )\E])
foreach V ∈ V\E do p[V ] ← p[V ] + w
if F needs updates then Update(F)
end
Normalize p

Simple Parallel Sampling

management unit. Global memory, constant memory, and
texture memory are shared by all PEs. Global memory and
constant memory may or may not be cached. For GPU,
maintaining cache consistency for global memory is not
practical due to the large number of PEs. Only constant
memory (read-only), texture memory, and instructions are
cached. Local memory (also known as scratch memory or
local data share) works as software-controlled cache. For
most GPUs its speed is only secondary to registers. The size
of local memory is limited. For example, ATI RadeonT M
HD 5870 only has 32KB local memory for each CU.
Thus, the suitability of importance sampling for GPU
parallelization is limited. At least the samples x should be
privatized and mapped to local memories since these arrays
are constantly read and written. Because the size of local
memory is limited and is shared by the entire thread group
in the CU of a GPU, implementations are either forced to
limit the number of threads per group or constantly move
the samples x between global and local memory. Obviously,
none of these choices is attractive.

The classic wavefront method [15] parallelizes a loop nest
by propagating computations in parallel across a hyperplane,
i.e. with parallelism across the front of the wave. More
specifically, a unimodular loop transformation, known as
loop skewing, can be applied to parallelize loop nests over
regular array data structures with linear access patterns.
However, the importance sampling procedure does not admit
this type of transformation directly to Algorithm 1 loops 1
and 2, because of the irregular data access patterns and the
sampling order δ that forces loop 2 to be serialized. The
goal is to parallelize Algorithm 1 at line 2 by splitting the
loop into a series of parallel wavefronts, where the size
of each parallel wavefront is determined by the irregular
network structure’s dependences. The result is that multiple
GPU threads co-operate to produce a sample stored in local
memory (managed cache).
We define the following requirement to remove the sample
order restriction:
Definition 2: Given a Bayesian network BN = (G, Pr)
with graph G = (V, A), the set of random variables that
must be sampled ahead of a variable V ∈ V are its ancestors
modulo the evidence vertices E:
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Now, we define the spontaneously independent sample set
(SISS) S such that ∀V ∈ S, D(V ) ∩ S = ∅.
A SISS expresses the maximum amount of parallelism
available given the network connectivity under evidence E,
since all variables in a SISS can be independently sampled.
Since evidence E can “break” the dependence chain, SISS
is not identical to level sets. The level set Lk (G) forms a
subset of SISS given evidence E. That is, for all V ∈ Lk (G)
we have that D(V ) ∩ Lk (G) = ∅.
It remains to factor in the details of importance sampling
algorithms with respect to the choice of importance function
F used in the Sample function in Algorithm 1 and consider
the complexity of evaluating Algorithm 1 line 7. For a
common importance function family F that represents a
sampling distribution it is preferable to avoid unnecessary
synchronization and this means to sample in parallel across
the levels sets rather than the less restrictive SISS that
exposes more parallelism.
Algorithm 2 defines the parallel irregular wavefront algorithm iterating over levels sets in loop 1 and executing the
sampling in parallel at line 2. The barrier synchronization at
line 3 is needed to ensure GPU memory consistency after
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The proposed parallel irregular wavefront algorithm parallelizes the sampling algorithm over irregular data to benefit
local memory access.

Procedure WavefrontSampling (e, L, N )
Input: evidence e for vertices E, level sets Lk (G), number of samples N
Output: posterior sum estimate p : V → [0, 1]
x←e
forall V ∈ V do p[V ] ← 0
for i = 1 to N do
for k = 0 to |L(G)| − 1 do
forall V ∈ Lk (G) do Sample (V, x, F)
barrier()
end
ParallelQreductions for products:
Pr(x[V ] | x[π(V )])
w ← Q V ∈V
V ∈V F(x[V ] | x[π(V )\E])
barrier()
forall V ∈ V\E do p[V ] ← p[V ] + w
if F needs updates then Update(F)
end
Parallel reduction to normalize p
Algorithm 2: Parallel Wavefront Sampling
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each iteration. Line 4 is a parallel version of the weight
computation by parallel reductions of the product operations
in the numerator and denominator of the fraction. CPT
learning to update F is done optionally at line 5.
It is important to point out that the modifications made
in Algorithm 2 do not affect the sampling distribution. In
other words, the sampling distribution generated at line 5 of
Algorithm 2 is the same as that of Algorithm 1.
Figure 4 illustrates the parallel irregular wavefront algorithm Algorithm 2 executed on the example Bayesian
network of Figure 1 with evidence E=1. Here we use the
level sets in the parallel loop 1, which are L0 (G)={A, G},
L1 (G)={B, C, F}, and L2 (G)={D, E}. The wavefront approach exploits parallelism in each level set which is high
for larger Bayesian networks with many variables that can
be sampled independently.

Table I
BAYESIAN N ETWORKS U SED IN E XPERIMENTS

B. GPU Memory Access Optimizations
The importance functions F are tables that are typically
stored in memory in the form of arrays. The size of these
arrays combined is in the range of mega-bytes for realworld Bayesian networks, which means that the data cannot
be mapped to constant memory or to local memory of a
GPU. Therefore, repeatedly reading the F tables by multiple
threads in a thread group is expensive since the data is not
cached and has to be fetched from global memory.
The CPTs of the Bayesian network are stored as arrays
in global memory. An alternative storage is the read-only
texture memory which is cached in GPU and in fact faster to
access. However, texture memory requires image addressing
(every read/write must be aligned to a base-4 address). In our
experiments we found that the cost of alignment was greater
than the benefits, mainly because reading the CPT and F
tables from memory is rather random and unpredictable.
To reduce the memory requirements for loading the F
tables, we exploit properties of the probability distribution
from which we sample. This gives us a probabilistic “oracle”
to predict the number of memory reads to fetch the F
tables. This idea is best illustrated by an example. Consider
variable C in Figure 1 and suppose G=0 is observed as
evidence. The posterior marginal probability of C is given
by Pr(C=0 | G=0) = 0.01 and Pr(C=1 | G=0) = 0.99.
From procedure Sample in Algorithm 1 we observe that
the expected number of memory read operations to fetch
F(C=0 | π(V )\E) first is 0.01 × 1 + 0.99 × 2 = 1.99 times.
The expected number of memory read operations to fetch
F(C=1 | π(V )\E) first is 0.99 × 1 + 0.01 × 2 = 1.01 times.
Hence, we can predict the memory read operation frequency,
which is probabilistically dependent on the order of the
variable’s values considered in the loop 6 of Algorithm 1.
Clearly, this strategy works best in Bayesian networks with
more extreme probability distributions.
We define the mapping βV : Cfg(V ) → Cfg(V ) as
the incrementally-sorted values Cfg(V ) according to V ’s
posterior marginal probabilities. However, we do not need to
perform a complex computation for V ’s posterior marginal
probabilities to determine this order, because the approximation from the accumulated p values suffices. The mapping
βV is stored in local memory, otherwise the cost of accessing
βV may overcome the benefits this prediction provides.
With respect to the storing the graph G of the network, it
is best represented as an adjacency matrix to avoid pointer
chasing and indirect addressing on GPU. G can be stored in
local memory or in constant memory of the GPU.
IV. R ESULTS
We implemented the proposed parallel irregular wavefront
algorithm with OpenCL on several GPU machines and we
used AIS-BN and SIS CPT learning methods, which are advanced techniques that are frequently used for probabilistic
inference.
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A. Test Cases and Machine Configurations
Four real-world Bayesian Networks were used in the
experiments, ANDES [5] and three versions of CPCS [11].
For each Bayesian network, 50 test cases were generated
by selecting evidence vertices and values randomly. Table I
lists the characteristics of each Bayesian network used for
testing.
Table II lists the hardware and software configurations
of the experimental setup. The Cache column represents
the cache between CPU and global (main) memory. ATI
HD 5800 is GPU has 20 CUs (SIMD engines), each CU
has 16 Stream Cores and each Stream Core has 5 PEs. 4
PEs are for arithmetic operations and 1 PE is for ultraarithmetic operations (functions like exp, log etc). Each CU
supports from 64 threads to 256 threads. The Stream SDK2.2
is AMD/ATI’s standard development kit for GPGPU. It
supports OpenCL1.1 and has a performance profiling tool
called Stream Profiling.
For each GPU and CPU implementation also an “exponential version” that uses exp and log replacements to reduce
the round-off error is also implemented and tested. This
mitigates the problem using single floating pointer precision
in GPU. Basically, the right-hand side of the assignment
line 3 in Algorithm 1 can simply be replaced by:
X
exp(
log(Pr(x[V ] | x[π(V )]))
V ∈V

− log(F(x[V ], x[π(V )\E])))

.

We use AIS-BN and SIS with four versions of each represented as AISCPU, AISEXPCPU, AISGPU, AISEXPGPU,
SISCPU, SISEXPCPU, SISGPU and SISEXPGPU. All CPU
programs compared against are compiled with ”-O3” option.
Because the ATI HD 5800 does not support double floating
point, single precision is used in GPU versions and double
precision for CPU. In each test case, 120,000 samples
were sampled and half of them are used for training the
importance function of AIS-BN and SIS.
Importance sampling requires samples to be independently drawn with respect to each other. Each thread’s
rand() should generate a independent random number sequence. We used the 48bits parallel Linear Congruential
Generator of SPRNG [8] for the GPU. SPRNG parallelizes
LCG through parameterization [7]. It supports more than
7,000 different random number sequences and each sequence’s period is 248 . In the experiments the maximum
number of threads is 5120 and the number of samples for

Table II
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Target
ATI HD 5800
AMD Athlon, 4200+
Intel Core 2, 6700

Compiler
Stream SDK2.2, VS9
g++ 4.4.3
g++ 4.4.3

OS
Windows 7
Linux 2.6.32-27
Linux 2.6.32-24

Clock
765MHz
1GHz
2.66GHz
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32KB
NA
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each test case is 120,000. These LCG generators satisfy our
requirements.
B. Accuracy Results
The MSE (mean squared error) metric was used to measure the error of the importance sampling results compared
to the exact solution:
v
u
ik
u
X kX
X
1
u
MSE = u X
(Pr0e (xij ) − Pre (xij ))2
t
kXi k Xi ∈X j=1
Xi ∈X

Fig 5 shows the average MSE results for four versions based
on AIS-BN. and Fig 6 shows the average MSE results for
four versions based on SIS. Clearly the accuracies of GPU
versions is quite close to those of CPU ones.
C. Speedup Results
Table III lists the performance of the parallel irregular wavefront algorithm on GPU (Wave-GPU), the simple
parallel method on GPU (Simple-GPU), and CPU-based
sampling programs. The third, fourth, fifth and sixth columns
show the average sampling times of 50 test cases for each
version on AMD Athlon 4200+, Intel Core2 6700 and ATI
HD 5800 (both for simple parallel and wavefront), and the
measurement is second. The last three columns demonstrate
the speedup for wavefront over the CPU versions, and the
wavefront over the simple parallel method.
In the best case, the wavefront algorithm achieves a 60fold speedup compared to the Intel CPU and a 103 fold
speedup compared to the AMD CPU. Even in the worst

SISCPU	
  

Figure 6.

Average MSE of SIS Test Cases

case, wavefront is still 18 times faster than Intel CPU and
27 times faster than AMD CPU. The wavefront algorithm
outperforms the simple parallel method by 2.77 times in best
cases and 1.38 times in the worst case.
The main reason for differences in the speedup for ANDES
is that ANDES is a Bayesian network with a high level of determinisms and consequently many samples are inconsistent.
Sequential algorithms sample variables one by one and can
stop at the first node whose value is inconsistent. Threads
in GPU detect the inconsistent samples not earlier than at
the point of synchronization, so more sampling time is lost.
It may be surprising to find that the GPU’s exponential
algorithm’s sampling time is quite close to the normal
sampling time. One of the five PEs of the ATI HD 5800
is dedicated to ultra-arithmetic operations. Thus, exp() and
log() functions are implemented by hardware on the ATI HD
5800.
For the GPU wavefront experiments in Table III, both the
number of concurrent samples and thread group size are set
to the maximum. To verify the effects of these two factors,
we varied the number of concurrent samples and thread
group size on CPCS 422 B’s AISEXPGPU test cases. Figure 7
shows the relation between the average sampling time and
the number of concurrent samples, while thread group size is
fixed to 256. The x-axis represents the number of concurrent
samples ranging from 1 to 16 (16 is the maximum number
of concurrent samples for CPCS 422 B). And the y-axis is the
average sampling time measured in second.
Figure 8 shows the thread group size’s effect on the
performance of wavefront algorithm, while the number of
concurrent samples is set to the maximum. The x-axis is

Table III
AVERAGE S AMPLING T IMES AND PARALLEL S PEEDUPS

Bayesian
Network
CPCS 422 B

CPCS 360 B

CPCS 179

ANDES

8	
  

7.47	
  

Sampling
Method
AISEXP
AIS
SISEXP
SIS
AISEXP
AIS
SISEXP
SIS
AISEXP
AIS
SISEXP
SIS
AISEXP
AIS
SISEXP
SIS

Sampling Time
Intel
Simple-GPU
Core 2
ATI HD
120.15
6.53
82.44
6.49
128.95
6.54
90.85
6.52
100.66
4.96
72.49
4.94
108.27
4.95
79.78
4.93
43.41
2.03
29.96
2.01
47.92
2.02
34.15
2.00
60.12
2.89
36.90
2.90
66.98
2.89
42.35
2.90

AMD
Athlon
203.38
135.58
219.04
150.76
170.74
119.41
185.09
131.80
72.03
47.02
80.00
54.49
98.94
55.59
110.25
65.31

Wave-GPU
ATI HD
2.78
2.79
2.79
2.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.22
1.22
1.21
1.21
2.09
2.04
2.09
2.04

AISEXPGPU	
  on	
  CPCS422B	
  

8	
  

7.35	
  

Speedup Ratio
Wave-GPU
Wave-GPU vs.
vs. Intel
Simple-GPU
43.16
2.35
29.60
2.33
46.24
2.34
32.53
2.37
56.24
2.77
40.50
2.76
60.46
2.77
44.52
2.75
35.45
1.66
24.48
1.65
39.57
1.67
28.21
1.65
28.77
1.38
18.09
1.42
32.06
1.38
20.74
1.42

AISEXP	
  on	
  CPCS422B	
  

7	
  

6	
  
5	
  

4.38	
  

4	
  

3.24	
  

3	
  

2.97	
  

2.78	
  

2	
  
1	
  

Sampling	
  Time	
  in	
  Secondes	
  

7	
  
Sampling	
  Time	
  in	
  Seconds	
  

Wave-GPU
vs. AMD
73.06
48.68
78.54
53.97
95.39
66.71
103.36
73.55
58.83
38.42
66.06
45.02
47.35
27.25
52.76
31.98
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Figure 7. Average Sampling Time for AISEXP on CPCS 422 B with Varying
Number of Concurrent Samples

the thread group size ranged from 64 to 256 (256 is the
maximum thread group size for ATI HD 5800). And the
y-axis is the average sampling time measured in second. It
is interesting to notice that the speedups between cases of
128 (group size) and 64 (group size), and between cases of
256 (group size) and 128 (group size) are different (1.74 for
128 vs 64 and 1.51 for 256 vs 128). We believe the reason
is that although more parallel jobs can help to increase the
utilization rate of GPU and to hide the memory latency,
those threads also increase the chance of memory read/write
conflicts. So we should not expect a steady speedup when
the number of threads increases.
To investigate the wavefront algorithm’s internal behavior,
we used the ATI Stream Profiling tool to profile GPU
kernel’s key characteristics. Table IV shows the profiling
results. The column IO is the ratio between Host-GPU IO
time and total sampling time. Because wavefront algorithm
only transfers data (CPTs, results etc) between host and
GPU at initialization and finalization stages, and the size of

128	
  
Group	
  Size	
  

256	
  

Figure 8. Average Sampling Time for AISEXP on CPCS 422 B with Varying
Thread Group Sizes and 16 Concurrent Samples
Table IV
P ERFORMANCE P ROFILING R ESULTS
BN
CPCS 422 B
CPCS 360 B
CPCS 179
ANDES

IO
0.47%
0.16%
0.24%
0.13%

ALUBusy
36.67%
35.89%
30.35%
24.70%

CacheHit
27.61%
26.47%
10.77%
17.60%

LDSStallALU
16.36%
15.10%
12.52%
8.10%

data is only a few megabytes, so the Host-GPU IO time is
trivial. ALUBusy is the percentage of GPU time that ALU
instructions are processed. CacheHit is the percentage of
cache hit. This value is low, because only constant memory
fetches are cached. LDSStallALU is the percentage of ALU
being stalled by local memory read/write operations. From
table IV, it is easy to conclude that wavefront algorithm is
still a memory bound algorithm.
To evaluate the effect of the memory optimizations discussed in Section III-B, Table V compares the size of global
memory fetches (in KB) with and without the optimizations
for four random selected test cases. The optimizations are

Table V
G LOBAL M EMORY F ETCHES
BN
CPCS 422 B
CPCS 360 B
CPCS 179
ANDES

Optimized
10906326
7282385
3831576
4651554

Not Optimized
16531479
12292421
3930213
4785843

Reduced
34.03%
40.76%
2.51%
2.81%

expected to perform better with extreme distributions of
Bayesian networks, thus CPCS 422 B and CPCS 360 B benefit
more from the optimization than CPCS 179 and ANDES.
For CPCS 422 B and CPCS 360 B we observed up to 15%
performance improvement.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a parallel irregular wavefront algorithm for importance sampling on GPU to reduce the memory bandwidth requirements by leveraging the characteristics
of Bayesian networks and the sampling procedure. The experimental results demonstrated the increased speedup of the
wavefront approach on GPU compared to the simple parallel
method on GPU and compared to CPU implementations.
The results are verified with real-world Bayesian networks
of reasonably large sizes, and the use of the advanced
but common importance sampling methods AIS-BN and
SIS. The approach is general and not dependent on the
importance sampling method used. Hence other importance
sampling methods will benefit from the parallel irregular
wavefront algorithm.
The current implementation is based on OpenCL and
ATI’s GPU. Nvidia’s CUDA is another important GPGPU
platform. We plan to implement the parallel irregular wavefront algorithm on Nvidia’s GPU with CUDA in the future.
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